Proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) is an effective statistical technique for data reduction and feature extraction of the random field including the wind field. This paper introduces the theory of the POD and illustrates engineering of structures. Using the POD technique, it is shown that wind pressure data can be accurately reconstructed with a limited number of modes using the wind pressure data from wind tunnel test. Comparing the reconstructed values by POD with the original measured values from the wind tunnel test both in the time and frequency domains, it is concluded that the proper orthogonal decomposition(POD) is an efficient and practical technique for deriving the random wind pressure field from limited known data as shown in the pitched roof example in this paper.
Introduction


Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) is an effective method to analyze statistical characteristics of complex random fields. POD is a method of using a new coordinate system which represents the original random phenomina more efficiently, and greatly reduces the data storage [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . POD technique represents a random process as a linear combination of the orthogonal eigenmodes and principal components, which are uncorrelated with each other. The POD technique has been applied in many fields including random variable, signal analysis, process identification, and many others [7] [8] [9] [10] . This paper focuses on the applications of POD to wind engineering of structures.
The structures located in the boundary layer of atmospheric turbulence boundary layer usually have complex wind pressure fields because of the non-stationary turbulent flow, the flow separation and reattachment. Pressure fluctuation is an important factor for the design of roofs because it is apt to cause numerous failures of structure claddings and roof covers. Based on the analysis of the eigenvalue problem of the covariance matrix or correlation matrix, POD applies an efficient technique to identify the wind pressure fields and adopts combination of simple series to describe the pressure fluctuation [11] . POD, as a space-time separation method, divides the pressure field into spatially varying parts, the eigenvectors of covariance matrix, which is independent of time, and time varying parts, the principal coordinates, which is independent of spatial position. The application of POD to wind engineering was first introduced to analyze pressure fluctuations on cooling tower by Armitt (1968) [12] . Best and Holmes (1983) investigated building wind loading using eigenvalues in the covariance integration method, pointed that the wind-induced RMS response of structures can be expressed as the response contributed by the first several eigenmodes [13] . Panofsky and Dutton (1984) DA VID PUBLISHING D
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proposed to simulate gust random samples by using principal coordinates [14] . Davenport applied POD to the research on wind velocity fields and wind pressure fields, provided an efficient method to generalization and simplification of wind load [15] . Bienkiewicz et al. analyzed the fluctuating wind pressure on the roof of a low-rise building. The mechanical essence of the lower eigenmodes was also discussed [16, 17] .
In general, there are two different interpretations for the POD technique, the first interpretation as Karhunen-Loeve decomposition (KLD) and the second one considers that the POD consists of three methods: the KLD, the principal component analysis (PCA), and the singular value decomposition (SVD) [10] .
In this paper, the derivation of POD is presented from the viewpoint of Rayleigh's quotient, which is independent of the original framework based on Mercer theorem, and the meanings of related variables are clarified. Then the application of POD to reconstruction of wind pressure field is introduced. Taking the pitched roof as an example, the reconstruction of wind pressure field was studied by using the wind pressure data measured in a wind tunnel test. The effectiveness and practicability of POD are illustrated by comparing the POD derived values with the original data in the time domain and frequency domain.
POD Method
{p(t)} is the wind pressure vector measured simultaneously in wind tunnel model
Where, p i (t) = p(x i ,y i ,t) is the fluctuating pressure on the ith pressure tap.
An orthogonal coordinate is expected to be obtained, on which {p(t)} has maximum projections. {} n is set as base vector of axis-n of the orthogonal coordinate. Accordingly the projection of pressure vector on the axis-n is:
The formulation above is normalized:
Where, a n (t) is principal coordinates. The following equation can be obtained by maximizing the projection using mean square method:
{} n is derived from the equation above to obtain maximum value of  n , which is a kind of Rayleigh Quotient problem. Due to the characteristics of Rayleigh Quotient, it is known that the Rayleigh Quotient of Eq. (4) 
Assuming eigenmodes have been normalized, eigentmodes matrix and principal coordinates matrix are defined as follows:
According to the orthogonality of eigenmodes matrix [], the following equation is given by Eq. (7)
POD divides the space and time-dependent pressure field into principal coordinates a n (t), which is independent of spatial position, and eigenmodes {} n , which depends on spatial position.
The field-total sum of the mean square of the wind pressure field is equal to the sum of the eigenvalues, can be written
The eigenvalue is the measure of the contribution of each eigenmode to the pressure mean squares.
In the following sections, the applications of POD to reconstruction of wind pressure field are investigated by using the wind pressure data which are measured simultaneously in a wind tunnel test.
Wind Tunnel Test
Wind tunnel test of the pitched roof building were conducted by the authors in January 2005 at the school of civil engineering Shantou University, using 1/60 scale model. The 3 m × 2 m cross-section model of the piched roof building is shown in Fig. 1 The wind pressure data were measured simultaneously at numerous points across the roof surfaces using a multi-channel simultaneous fluctuating pressure measurement system. Four ZOC33 (manometric system module type) pressure modules were measured substantially simultaneously with 20480 samples and the sampling frequency of 312.5 Hz by using DSM3200 (electronic scanning valve pressure test system type) data acquisition system produced.
Reconstruction of Pressure Fields
Wind pressure fields on roof are difficult to be analyzed due to the large quantity of wind pressure (10) where M is the number of eigenmodes to be adopted, a m (t) is the principle coordinates,  m (x,y) is the eigenmodes. The number of modes that need to be considered for exact reconstruction, namely, M is smaller than N. The original wind pressure field may be approximated by Eq. (10), this is so-called the reconstruction of wind pressure field.
Combining pressure data which were measured simultaneously in wind tunnel, the wind pressure field on the pitched roof model is reconstructed by POD. The distribution of pressure taps is shown in Fig. 2 . Table 1 gives the comparison of contributions from the first ten modal energies and associated accumulated energies calculated from the eigenvalue problem with or without the mean pressure components. It was found that the modal energy with mean wind pressure components included is much larger than the same modal energy without mean pressure values. The analysis of eigenvalue problem demonstrates that the 1st eigenvalue of correlation matrix contributes significantly. Therefore, reconstruction by the 1st eigenmode is usually accurate enough for most of pressure taps. Table 2 shows the mean wind pressure value on the typical taps of the pitched roof. The closed comparison between reconstructed and real mean wind pressure coefficients at typical pressure taps validates the efficiency of the proposed reconstruction method. Fig. 3 shows the comparison between original (solid line) and reconstructed (dotted line) pressure time series and auto-spectra of tap 1, in which the notation "M modes"means M modes were adopted in pressure reconstruction based on POD technique. It is indicated that the errors of both time and frequency domain analysis are reduced as the number of adopted modes are increased. If the number of adopted modes is large enough, the wind pressure field can be reconstructed exactly with this method. The efficiency of reconstruction depends on the location of reconstructed pressure taps. The reconstruction of regions with stronger wind pressure is more efficient. The errors are mainly shown in high-frequency area when the modes adopted are deficient.
Conclusions
Proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) is a useful and efficient statistical technique for description of random fields. It has gained widespread application in wind engineering of spatial structures. In this paper, the POD was introduced in the form of Rayleigh's quotient. The validity and efficiency of the POD in the wind engineering application was demonstrated using a pitched roof example where the values from the simultaneously measured wind pressure coefficients are compared with the POD reconstructed values using limited number of eigenmodes and principal coordinates. It was found that the values are closed to almost identical, and that the first eigenmode contributes significantly to the results. In this paper, the POD theory is presented, the reconstruction of a long-span pitched roof is performed.
(1) The derivation of POD is presented from the viewpoint of Rayleigh's quotient, which is independent of the original theory framework which is based on mathematics, and the relationship between eigenmodes and principal coordinates are clarified with unambiguous mechanical meanings.
(2) The limited number of eigenmodes and principal coordinates is accurate enough for reconstruction of wind fields on pitched roof. The efficiency of the proposed method is illustrated by comparing with original data in the time domain and frequency domain. Moreover, the description of wind field can be simplified making use of series combination of eigenmodes and principal coordinates.
